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In May of 2013, Cody Wilson printed a working gun with a 3D printer and fired it.[1] Shortly thereafter he made the
computer file, that is a set of instructions for a 3D printer to print what he called the Liberator, available online for
download. It was downloaded more than 100,000 times before Wilson removed the file.[2] Little did Wilson know that
he was running afoul of the United States’ International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR). These regulations
prohibit the export of “defense items” – in other words, weapons – found on the United States Munitions List (USML)
without authorization from the government.[3] ITAR also, significantly, prohibits the export of “technical data” on
these items, which is data that would assist the manufacturing of the prohibited item.[4] Wilson’s file was in a
standard language that would allow anyone with an Internet connection to download it and use a 3D printer to
manufacture a gun. The file, since it was on the Internet was downloadable anywhere in the world, and Wilson
removed the file from his website when confronted by the U.S. Government.[5] Three years later Wilson’s file is still
online and freely available through sources like the Pirate Bay.[6] Wilson started a company called Defense
Distributed, which now manufactures a product called the Ghost Gunner.[7] This desktop CNC mill will take a block
of aluminum and mill a lower receiver for an AR-15.[8] Wilson’s product cannot be exported, and the computer file is
sold only to United States citizens to keep this product from running afoul of ITAR. Yet this product still effectively
digitizes a gun, which lowers barriers to access. The gun that it creates is of high quality, and is a gun that is outside
of the regulatory loop; it is an untraceable “ghost gun.”[9] And while Wilson is keeping tight control over the “technical
data” in the .cad files that allow the machine to manufacture the part, he has open sourced the machine itself so that
the plans for the hardware and the software that runs it are freely downloadable.[10] Anyone with these files can
develop new design files for the Ghost Gunner, and enable it to make a variety of guns and other items. Defense has
been distributed, digitally.

The Ghost Gunner is interesting because it shows the capacity of the state to lose control over violence in two ways.
First, it lowers the barriers to the production of the means of violence, which weakens government control over
violence. It is legal under U.S. federal law for an individual to manufacture a lower receiver, but it was a time-
consuming process and required a high level of skill.[11] The Ghost Gunner makes gunsmithing a plug-and-play
venture. Second, and important to the discussion below, it shows that the state no longer has control over the spread
of violence at its borders. ITAR is specifically meant to help maintain international peace and security by restricting
the export of munitions to countries or persons that might use them for ill. ITAR is directly related to the international
project of bracketing war, by cutting off the supply of armaments, and ITAR correlates to regimes such as the
Wassenaar Arrangement[12] and the Arms Trade Treaty.[13] These initiatives are mechanisms used to stop the flow of
armaments across their borders, which was easy when armaments needed to be carried on trucks. Ghost guns are
digitized, just as lethal, and save on the shipping cost.

This chapter investigates how Cyberspace changes the nature of territory by examining how Cyberspace changes
international conflict. Schmitt’s claim “that law and peace originally rested on enclosures in the spatial sense” is
particularly salient here as it highlights the role of borders in conflict prevention.[14] In Schmitt’s territory-centric
conception of international law, war is “bracketed” to locations such that it does not “disturb” the spatial order.[15]

This chapter will probe this bracketing of war, and illustrate the diminished importance of the border in constructing
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the space of conflict.

The argument here is not meant to be a “dethroning of Clausewitz,” but it does argue that Cyberspace dramatically
changes the context of international conflict through the subversion of territorial borders.[16] In short, it argues that
armed conflict as conceived in the international system is tied to territorial geographies, and that international
governance mechanisms that are meant to minimize international armed conflict are structured around this link. The
chapter then shows how the concept of cyberwar dislodges conflict from these territorial linkages, which makes the
application of norms meant to control international violence ineffective at bracketing it. Section one of this Chapter
will use the Stuxnet attack on Iran’s centrifuges to analyze how international law has traditionally dealt with war as
well as some of the observable gaps in that regime. This section will show how Cyberspace dislodges territory from
the governance of international armed conflict. The second section will analyze the role of the international concepts
of disarmament and deterrence in limiting cyber conflicts, and it will show that these mechanisms are ill equipped for
placing substantive limitations on cyberweapons. Finally, it will use the North Korean Sony hack to show how
international politics becomes de-territorialized and distributed in Cyberspace, which means that international
conflicts processed through Cyberspace become de-territorialized as well.

Territorial Integrity

At the heart of the post-1945 settlement is the UN charter’s Article 2(4), which prohibits “the threat or use of force
against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state.”[17] This article sought for the first time to create
a legal prohibition against interstate armed conflict.[18] Article 2(4) and the UN Charter in general were transformative
for international law as it enshrined the state as “the arena within which self-determination is worked out and from
which, therefore, foreign armies have to be excluded.”[19] For the first time the resort to war, characterized in the
Charter as the “use of force,” was legally prohibited outside of a few exceptions.[20] Article 2(4) compartmentalizes
violence within the borders of a state and gives the state sovereignty over violence within its borders. This
compartmentalization, or “bracketing” as Schmitt would call it, is not a new process. The bracketing of war is an act
of delineating order from chaos, and Schmitt’s project is to show how the international spatial order emerged from the
externalization of war. For instance, he notes that during the age of European empires violence was pushed to the
peripheries of empires by conceptualizing newly found territories as existing outside of the Western-centric
international legal system.[21] Article 2(4) represents a new bracketing of war by conceptualizing every state as an
inviolate territory of order. States in this new spatialization were connected to law both internally and, importantly,
externally in a legal dynamic between de facto control and external recognition.[22]

Art. 2(4) did not change extant borders in a way that was perceptible on a map. Nonetheless, Art. 2(4) did change the
content of those borders, and in a very dramatic way. By giving all states an obligation to contain violence within their
borders, it also gave all states the right to be free of chaos from outside their borders. Article 2(4) underpins the
entire international legal regime, which seeks to contain international armed conflict. The Art. 2(4) prohibition on force
is central to jus ad bellum, and its goals are further advanced through the jus in bello and international disarmament
efforts. Cyberspace by recoding borders changes international law’s ability to bracket digitized war affecting the
nature of international peace and security.

The best place to start to unravel this problem is Stuxnet. Stuxnet presents a clear case for the application and
analysis of the law of the use of force in the cyber arena. In 2010, researchers uncovered a computer virus that was
propagating itself on computers in Iran.[23] The virus, now known as Stuxnet, was a carefully developed computer
program that made its way into computers in the Natanz nuclear facility in Iran. Once there, the malware attacked
industrial control systems and executed a program that sped up uranium enrichment centrifuges to damage and
destroy them before the end of their expected lifetime. The program itself “displayed a level of technical
sophistication and integration never before seen in malware,”[24] and it has been referred to as the ”world’s first digital
weapon.”[25] The sophistication of Stuxnet was such that it incorporated four zero-day exploits, and was able to jump
an air gap that separated Natanz from the Internet.[26] The program was reportedly developed and released by the
United States and Israel as a way to slow the Iranian nuclear program.[27] For the purposes of the discussion below,
it is assumed that this is a state on state act, placing it firmly within the realm of the international system, making
international law the controlling governance mechanism. This raises the “principle intellectual challenge in the law of
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information conflict . . . deciding which areas can be covered by a mere extension of conventional legal principles to
cyberspace by analogy, and which require whole new methodologies.”[28]

The first question to be asked is whether there has been a violation of Article 2(4). If the United States or Israel had
flown a plane across the border and bombed the plant, as Israel did to a Syrian facility in 2007, then there would
clearly be a violation of Article 2(4).[29] In this case there was no physical violence in a ballistic sense, however,
violence was achieved in a kinetic sense in that the centrifuges themselves were physically manipulated in order to
destroy them. The centrifuges were attacked, but it is unclear whether this amounts to a use of force under Article
2(4).[30] The Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare, Rule 11, states that “[a] cyber
operation constitutes a use of force when its scale and effects are comparable to non-cyber operations rising to the
level of a use of force.”[31] The Tallinn Manual is an attempt by a NATO group of experts to identify “the law currently
governing cyber conflict,”[32] but it notes that “the lack of agreed-upon definitions, criteria, and thresholds for
application creates uncertainty when applying the jus ad bellum.”[33] When compared to a statement by a U.S.
defense official on the United States Cyber Strategy, who stated “If you shut down our power grid, maybe we will put
a missile down one of your smokestacks,” it seems as if at least one of the parties has characterized attacks such as
Stuxnet as a use of force.[34] The Tallinn Manual experts themselves agreed unanimously that Stuxnet was a use of
force that violated international law, but they “split … on whether it constituted an armed attack.”[35] This split
illustrates the disjuncture that occurs when international law is de-territorialized. The separation of “use of force” from
“armed attack,” categories that were previously substantially concurrent due to the nature of violence, is indicative of
the encounter between international and cyber geographies.

Interestingly, Iran never made any complaint to the relevant UN bodies, and instead opted to maintain a high degree
of silence on the matter. Iran’s silence is related to its own interests in keeping its nuclear program secret, but it also
points to one of the key lessons from Natanz: everyone knows that the United States and Israel were responsible for
Stuxnet, but no one can prove it definitively. This is dissimilar from, for instance, U.S. covert involvement in
Nicaragua, which the ICJ deemed a use of force.[36] In that case, there were physical border crossings by the U.S.
and its warfighting capacity that were observed by witnesses to physical attacks.[37] In the case of Stuxnet, no one
saw the attack, yet there is ample evidence pointing the finger at the United States and Israel, e.g. the complexity of
programming, the target of the attack, the use of high value zero-day vulnerabilities, and anonymous sources
informing journalists. There is, however, no definitive evidence of that fact, and the United States has officially made
no statement confirming its involvement resting on the plausible deniability that Cyberspace provides.[38]

Digital computing enables the ability to encrypt communications and to hide the source of cyberattacks. Even if a
cyberattack were to be traced to an IP address within a state, that state can claim that it is the victim of a hacker
using it as a digital hiding spot or that one of its own citizens is the malefactor for which there is limited responsibility.
US DoD acknowledges this potential by noting that “low barriers of entry . . . means that an individual or small groups
of determined cyber actors can potentially cause significant damage.”[39] In the case of Stuxnet, the virus was
feeding information back to servers located around the world.[40] Attribution is a core concept in international law,
and for there to be an internationally wrongful act the act must be attributable to a state.[41] The Draft Articles on State
Responsibility state that “conduct directed or controlled” by a state is attributable to it, but this requires the
establishment of a definitive link that proves such. In Cyberspace such links are hidden by veils of government
secrecy, including secrecy classification systems and digital veils of encryption making it difficult to attribute an act
to the territory of a state and to the state itself.[42] Attribution is a necessary precondition in international law, but
attribution “is an enduring problem” in Cyberspace.[43] The attack, though initiated from some specific geographic
point, is experienced as coming from Cyberspace. Cyberspace as an origin for an attack is supported by the military
adoption of Cyberspace as a fifth domain.[44]

This fifth domain remains outside of international space, and it obscures the geographic links to the use of force.[45]

This creates an obvious problem for stability built around the centrality of a sovereign’s territorial integrity in the
international system, since international borders no longer separate order from chaos when anonymized weapons
can pierce borders and affect physical infrastructure. The plausible deniability enabled by Cyberspace means that
states are, in part, relying on the prevalence of non-state actors dispersed around the globe to create noise that
covers their tracks.  National defense is distributed among a network of indistinguishable actors.
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Before moving on from Stuxnet, it is worth noting how this incident reflects onthe jus ad bellum’s counterpart – jus in
bello. Jus in bello, or international humanitarian law (IHL), is not without problems of application, but it does seem
that it is more adaptable to cyber conflicts.[46] This is primarily because IHL is not centered on questions of territory.
Instead, IHL focuses on humanitarian concerns such as the limitation of pain and suffering for civilians and
combatants. It is a lex specialis that only applies within the space and time of an international armed conflict.[47] As
such, IHL principles are a bit more adaptable to Cyberspace, but they are not without gaps.

For instance, in the case of Stuxnet, it is unclear whether there was an ongoing state of armed conflict that would
trigger IHL. Though the attacks occurred over the course of several months, Iran was unaware, and when it became
aware it did not respond with force nor through any official channels. Despite the lack of clarity as to whether the
rules had been triggered, there is evidence that the programmers of Stuxnet worked hard to make sure that it fell
within the legal limits of a weapon. States when developing new weapons technologies are required to give the
weapon a legal review to ensure that it is a weapon that can be used lawfully.[48] This review must assess whether
the weapon is capable of being targeted at a specific target such that its effects, in terms of collateral damage to
civilians, are limited in proportion with the military advantage gained[49] and whether the weapon causes unnecessary
suffering.[50] The first thing to note is that this review cannot be done in terms of “cyber-weapons” as a class any
more than it can be done of “ballistic weapons” as a class. Instead, the analysis is capability by capability, which is
confirmed by a US Air Force Instruction on the legal review of cyber capabilities.[51] What Stuxnet’s code revealed is
that the programmers went to great lengths to infect only specific computers. Stuxnet was equipped with a kill switch
that deleted it if the computer did not match very specific conditions.[52] The “missile” portion of the program
replicated itself across computers, but was designed to only release its payload, which targeted industrial control
boxes, in the Natanz facility.[53] Though the weapon was released through attacks on networks of private Iranian
companies, the damage caused minimal threat to human life or civilian property.[54] The weapon itself was designed
to work with precision, but it must be remembered that generally “[c]ollateral damage in Cyberspace has a longer
reach than in the physical realm.”[55] There are other complications with the application of IHL, many of these are
simply that: complications. They change the context of humanitarian principles and make the issues more
complicated, but IHL would have means of filling the gaps since the regulatory focus in on human lives. For instance,
the issue of who constitutes a combatant becomes more complicated but is a problem that is solvable within the
imagination of the IHL framework.

Other rifts are deeper. A critical concern for IHL is the military use of civilian objects. All Cyberspace attacks will
depend on the use of civilian infrastructure, but Stuxnet illustrates that state cyberattacks will often do more than just
transit commercial networks. In order for Stuxnet to work, it had to take advantage of zero-days. These are
vulnerabilities in software that are unknown to the programmer and as a result are not patched.[56] When an individual
discovers a zero-day, he or she has a few choices of what to do with that information. Some companies have a
bounty system in place to buy zero-days; there is a healthy black market for zero-days; and Governments will also
buy them.[57] Stuxnet had an unprecedented number of zero-days in its programming.[58] This means that a
government left open vulnerabilities in commercial software with the potential to put a multitude of devices at risk.
Stuxnet also used fake security certificates that marked it as genuine, so the software would be accepted by the
systems on which it installed itself.[59] These digital certificates are issued by companies that rely on strong
encryption in order to verify that a piece of software is from a trusted source. Stuxnet exploited these mechanisms
damaging the trust system used to verify software across the Internet.[60] This means that these weapons rely on the
maintenance and exploitation of vulnerabilities in the commercial infrastructure that underpins the Cyberspace at a
global level.[61] While Stuxnet limited the effects of its attack, another state or entity using similar vulnerabilities might
not limit such an attack, a point sharpened when it is recognized that computers similar to those found in Natanz are
used to run a great deal of critical infrastructure such as power grids and dams.[62]

Stuxnet is a powerful portent for the international system,[63] and, though some authors wisely note the limitations of
cyberwar,[64] Stuxnet is a well-documented example of a computer attack that was used to manipulate and destroy a
physical object from afar. What is striking about Stuxnet is the difficulty of placing it squarely within the international
legal system. This is because weapons like Stuxnet defy the spatial geography of states. These weapons instead
allow states to project force through the alternate geography of Cyberspace, allowing them to skirt around borders as
well as the legal regime that supports those borders.
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Stuxnet displays vulnerabilities in the Cyberspace infrastructure that individuals rely on globally. With other weapons
of this sort (i.e. those that are legal but have global implications such as strategic nuclear weapons) states have
turned to methods of disarmament and deterrence as a way to manage international peace and security. These
mechanisms, which are meant to lower the risk of an Article 2(4) violation, are the subject of the next section.

Ghost Guns

The atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima near the end of WWII ushered in a new age of warfare driven by
technological advances that far outpaced previous innovation blooms. Nuclear weapons, intercontinental ballistic
missile delivery systems, long-range stealth bombers, and military satellite systems all widened the ability of states to
project force into the territory of other states. States found themselves in a classic security paradox in which the only
way to be more secure is to have more and better weapons than one’s adversary leading both parties to actively
incentivize their own insecurity.[65] To decrease the risk caused by such paradoxes, states turned to disarmament
and deterrence mechanisms in order to implement systems of “reciprocal restraint.”[66] As discussed above, ITAR is
a domestic implementation of such measures.

Disarmament mechanisms usually come in the form of international agreements that ban the development and use of
certain weapons, or limit the number of a particular type of weapon that a state may have.[67] Disarmament
mechanisms are underpinned by verification. Verification is the act of verifying whether or not a party is complying
with an agreement. The importance of verification to disarmament can be seen in Reagan’s signature quip: “trust,
but verify.”[68] Without verification, disarmament agreements tend to be weak and difficult to negotiate. States have
traditionally relied on national technical means (NTM) in these agreements as a form of verification, which consist of
satellite observation in addition to other types of remote sensing.[69] NTM was an excellent way to verify nuclear
disarmament agreements, and the US and USSR were able to rely on satellite observation as a mechanism for
verification since nuclear armaments were by their nature quite large. As a result, NTM worked well in forging
compromises between the two states as they sought to securely reduce their nuclear stockpiles. It should be noted
that “[b]ecause disarmament treaties go to the heart of national and international security, states are wary of
frivolously embarking on new ones that might constrain their options.”[70]

Deterrence is a companion to disarmament. Whereas disarmament seeks to reduce the munitions through reciprocal
restraint, deterrence is a method of reducing the risk that a state might use those weapons. [71] It is a policy designed
to “discourag[e] an adversary from doing something it might otherwise choose to do by manipulating its calculation of
cost and benefit.”[72] For example, China’s current policy of no first use of nuclear weapons is coupled with a
stockpile of weapons that would not assure success in a nuclear conflict, but would be able to survive first strike and
inflict unacceptable losses on an adversary thereby deterring an attack.[73] Deterrence can also be attained through
international agreements. The Anti-ballistic Missile Treaty (ABM Treaty) was an example of such an agreement.[74]

The US and the USSR, unable to compromise on the reduction of strategic offensive nuclear weapons agreed on a
disarmament treaty that reduced the deployment of defensive systems. The ABM Treaty ensured mutually assured
destruction (MAD), a concept that restrains states from engaging in an attack because any such attack will result in
their own demise. Thus, the ABM Treaty is an agreement that imposes disarmament in order to achieve mutual
deterrence.

Traditionally, disarmament and deterrence have been the primary mechanisms for stemming armed conflict before it
happens by placing limits on a state’s recourse to force. Unsurprisingly, numerous commentators have turned to
these concepts as a way to reduce the threat posed by cyber-attacks and cyber-weapons. Gompert and Saunders
argue that there are lessons from nuclear deterrence that could be deployed to foster “mutual restraint” in
Cyberspace.[75] Yannakogeorgos and Lowther argue that US policy “suffers from a misperception that cyberspace is
a virtual environment and as such, eliminates discussion of territory and sovereignty.”[76] They argue that international
norms can be developed to solve the attribution problem by holding states culpable for cyberattacks “originating in or
transiting information systems within their borders,” but they give no indication of why states would agree to such an
extraordinary norm.[77]

The problem with these approaches is that they ignore the inherently ambiguous nature of Cyberspace in which
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weapons are “in essence an algorithm.”[78] As an anonymous hacker put it: “The new global arms race is no longer
about who controls the most atomic bombs. It is about who controls/owns the most hackers, botnets, and
exploits.”[79] Zetter claims that just such a “digital arms race” was launched by Stuxnet.[80] Modern disarmament and
deterrence were developed by states to deal with weapons of great magnitude, which have traditionally been rather
large. NTM, thus, was an acceptable form of verification, because it gave states a tool through which they could peer
into the borders of another state and literally see what that state was doing.[81]

NTM was an effective tool when addressing physical weapons, because it allowed states to maintain their borders,
but it is useless in Cyberspace arms control.[82] Cyberspace diminishes “the horrors and costs of war . . . tempting”
countries to resort to the anonymity of a Cyberattack.[83] The weapons, if designed properly, are meant to be invisible
and non-detectable so that “the origins of the attack is almost always unclear.”[84] In the case of Stuxnet, discussed
above, the programmers went to great lengths to make the program hide itself from the users of the targeted
systems. This undermines verification, which is a reason for treaty failure.”[85] The immaterial nature of
cyberweapons means that states can avoid having an attack attributed to them, which is a significant reason that
states would resort to cyberweapons. The attribution problem is further complicated by the trend of “privatised
intelligence and information warfare.”[86] As former Director of the NSA, Michael Hayden notes, “applying well-known
concepts of physical space like deterrence, where attribution is assumed, to cyberspace where attribution is
frequently the problem, is recipe for failure.”[87]

Cyber-weapons are by nature covert. They are designed to take advantage of unknown vulnerabilities in computer
software and are meant to be deniable by the country that uses them. Stuxnet used security certificates from
Taiwanese companies, and the virus reported the data it collected to servers located in a variety of global
locations.[88] In fact, it may not have been discovered except for the fact that it caused a malfunction in some non-
targeted computers in Iran.[89] As a result, the U.S. and Israel have never acknowledged their involvement in the
attack.  For all useful purposes, Iran was struck by a ghost gun – an untraceable weapon that lacks materiality.

The problem with these digital ghost guns is that they defy location, and as a result they defy control. For example,
cyber-weapons make use of botnets, which are geographically distributed network of infected computers known as
bots that are under the control of a single “bot master.”[90] Botnets are employed in a variety of nefarious
undertakings in Cyberspace as they give the bot master distributed computing power and relative anonymity. Botnets
cannot be understood to exist within the bounds of a single state, despite the fact that they act as a unitary whole.
International governance, a system structured around the national border, is ill equipped to develop disarmament and
deterrence mechanisms to control weapons and activities that ignore these borders. Because Cyberspace is
everywhere, cyber-weapons “transform […] a limited physical battlefield to a global battlefield.”[91] Disarmament and
deterrence, as mechanisms are meant to create less ambiguity in international security by creating information about
armaments that states can act on. As Gompert and Saunders note, “the complexity of computer networks, their
myriad uses, and the many ways of interfering with them could make reciprocal restraint in cyberspace markedly
more difficult than in the nuclear and space domain.”[92] Cyber-weapons simply do not fit into these mechanisms for a
number of reasons.

First, these weapons are immaterial, making any sort of verification system difficult and any sort of deterrence
ineffective. These weapons can fit on a thumb drive and can spread through the Internet with the same ease as a
viral meme. This makes verification virtually impossible as the weapon itself is not tied to any sort of infrastructure
and is freely portable. Deterrence, on the other hand, which often works on the availability of data about a state’s
weapons systems, is also precluded. Cyber-weapons rely on vulnerabilities in systems that have not been patched.
While disclosing the number and nature of nuclear munitions can have an effect on the strategic maneuvers of other
states, the disclosure of a cyber-weapon would lead to a software patch that could render the weapon useless.
States developing these weapons are incentivized to keep them covert due to the nature of the technology, and this
means that international disarmament and deterrence are not capable of encompassing such technologies.

Second, the plausible deniability that accompanies cyber-attacks is an important limitation on a state’s ability to
comply with disarmament agreements. The nature of the technology that underlies previous disarmament and
deterrence mechanisms is such that the state could effectively maintain control over those technologies. While
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history is not without examples of individuals attempting to build nuclear reactors in their garages,[93] the technology
was of such complexity and scope that states were able to detect such operations and maintain control over the
development and deployment of these technologies. Cyberspace is a technological space that is built around
fostering innovation. As a result, this means that “lone hackers” are empowered to develop new technologies built on
the logical layer making it “largely the realm of nonstate entities.”[94] Innovation is not always a good thing; it has
made the “network attack . . . literally a cottage industry.”[95] The same innovative open door that has pushed
numerous startups, boosts “the power potential of non-state actors.”[96] Indeed, one might argue that the only
difference between a computer virus and a cyber-weapon is the intent of the user. While commentators have argued
that states should be responsible for curbing the activities of their own citizens, this gives little answer to the plausible
deniability problem.[97]

Last and certainly not least, cyber-weapons are weapons that subvert territory in a way that other weapons do not.
Other weapons must physically cross an international border and exert force or violence after having crossed that
border. Cyber-weapons can enter from anywhere and attack physical infrastructure far outside the territory of the
attacking state. States lack legal mechanisms for restricting armaments that are ephemeral and locationless, and as
a result disarmament and deterrence as mechanisms for slowing the spread of armaments are ineffectual because
they are dependent on the assumption that States have control over their borders and the mechanisms of physical
violence within those borders.

Cyber-weapons create uncertainty, and uncertainty stands in contrast to verification. Indeed, as seen above with
Stuxnet, “the very point of a cyberattack, at least in part, is to increase uncertainty.”[98] These weapons render the
border ineffectual as a geographic indicator both in their control, as seen here, and their use, as seen with Stuxnet.
This means that states are able to exceed their own geography through Cyberspace, giving them more options
through which to pursue politics and conflict. The final section of this chapter will address how cyber conflict
functions to dislodge international politics from their terrestrial bonds.

Conflict in Black

In May of 2014, the U.S Department of Justice (USDoJ) filed an indictment against what it alleged were five
cybercriminals. This in and of itself was not a necessarily novel event, but the individuals charged were novel. The
indictment was against five members of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) who notably operated and
resided in China.[99] The USDoJ asserted that these individuals were guilty of economic espionage in Cyberspace.
The indictment itself marked a fever pitch in the bickering between the U.S. and China over the limits of online
espionage. In this diplomatic impasse, the U.S. argued that China was violating international law by spying on
companies for economic advantage and stealing intellectual property.[100] While the U.S. was pressing its concerns,
though, Edward Snowden leaked a multitude of documents that revealed the United States’ own espionage
efforts.[101] When China cried foul, the U.S. drew a line between diplomatic espionage and economic espionage.[102]

The indictment from USDoJ was meant to reinforce the international norm that the U.S. was endorsing.

Contrary to the intentions of the U.S., the indictment served to reinforce the vast uncertainties about state action in
the Cyberspace. The criminal sanctions, first and foremost, show the inability of the U.S. to stop such actions. While
meant more as a diplomatic exclamation point, it must be noted that unless one of the indicted individuals sets foot
into the U.S., it is powerless to enforce the law it is invoking. Indeed, the indictment, far from emphasizing a point,
seems to reveal the anxiety of the U.S. over its inability to ebb the flow of information to Chinese hackers. It also
revealed the morphing nature of diplomacy, espionage, and conflict.[103] Were these military operations? Espionage?
Or were they simply criminal acts?

The murkiness caused by state action online results from the attribution issues noted above. The ability of states to
effectively conceal their cyber operations gives them great leeway to act in that realm, which is coupled with a low
cost of entry.[104] This is important to contemplate because it changes the space in which international politics unfold
by changing the territory of war. In simplified terms, states may pursue their goals in international fora through
diplomacy (here meant to mean anything that is not war including things like sanctions) or armed conflict.
International law serves as a mechanism to keep states pursuing their interests within the confines of diplomatic
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action, which is why Art. 2(4) strikes the balance at the heart of international law by focusing on violence that crosses
internationally agreed upon boundaries. Cyberspace short-circuits that balance by removing the obstacle of the
border and the corresponding risk of identification. States now have a third option of engaging through the
geography of Cyberspace to achieve their goals. This third option is marked by the possibility of at once using force
and refraining from armed conflict. International politics, as a result, can now be mediated through the geography of
Cyberspace.

This can be seen in the hack of Sony Pictures that was first revealed in November 2014.[105] The sophisticated hack
affected most of Sony Pictures internal network and the company’s internal information (including items such
personnel records, e-mails, and unreleased movies) began to be leaked to the public.[106] The attack was soon linked
to the upcoming release of the movie The Interview, a comedic parody about two Americans assassinating Kim Jong-
un, and the attack was assumed to have North Korean ties. When Sony was defiant about releasing The Interview,
the hack was coupled with threats of terrorism that resulted in Sony pulling the release, though it was subsequently
released online and in several theaters.[107] Two days later, on 19 December, the FBI announced that it was
attributing the attack to North Korea, though there has been great speculation as to the validity of this
attribution.[108] President Obama, on 2 January 2015, imposed sanctions on North Korea, which is the first time
sanctions have been used in direct response to a cyber-attack.[109] Throughout this ordeal, the nature and scope of
the attack made it a multidimensional threat that challenged the accepted nature of coercive action within the realm
of the international.

The initial hack was credited to The Guardians of Peace (GOP) hacker group.[110] This attack was initially seen as a
cybercrime against a corporation meaning that the core security concern was the security of Sony’s network.[111] As a
crime, the criminal is answerable to the state, but the focus is on the private network itself. At first, the hack of Sony
did look criminal in nature as the hackers attempted to extort individual employees to keep their personal information
from becoming public.[112] However, soon after this, security researchers began to find hints, such as Korean
language packs, that linked the hack to North Korea. In a somewhat controversial move, the U.S., and specifically
the FBI, attributed the attack to North Korea thus moving the hack into the national security narrative. It also moves
the act out of the spectrum of a crime and into the spectrum of international relations, and as a result the U.S. issued
sanctions against the North Korean regime.

Superficially, US action in this incident may seem like business as usual in the context of international governance,
but a close reading reveals a number of the uncertainties that show how borders are being recoded with new
content. As noted above the FBI’s attribution was hotly contested by security researchers, but a number of
revelations show that even if North Korea was the master puppeteer, the cast of characters taking part in the hack
was a globally distributed group of non-state actors. For instance, the Lizard Squad hacker organization may have
been involved in the hack as North Korean hired cyber contractors or, possibly, mercenaries.[113] The attribution
question leads into a maze where the source of international conflict can no longer be pinpointed to a single site in
terms of territory. The capabilities or weapons used are distributed, digital ghost guns making response difficult
when the geographic source of the attack is territorially different from the attack, in this case North Korea and
Cyberspace, respectively.

A second ambiguity is the nature of the attack. The attack on its face is novel, making it an interesting touchpoint for
understanding how Cyberspace changes international space. North Korea bought technology that allowed it to
attack a private U.S. entertainment company in an attempt to halt the release of a film within the territory of the U.S.,
and the attack garnered a response at the executive level in the U.S. In terms of international governance, the attack
on Sony raises difficult questions of classification. If the source of the attack was indeed North Korea, it is safe to say
that their military was involved, so one might think that this case would resemble the PLA case noted above.
Personal information of employees and corporate information and intellectual property were stolen and released
online. This has all the trappings of the economic espionage charged in the PLA indictment. The U.S., however,
chose a different response, which indicates that they intended to classify this cyber incident in a different category
that goes beyond that of domestic criminal law, which is the usual mechanism states use against espionage within
their territorial borders. The use of a presidential order for sanctions against North Korea indicates a heightened
concern for U.S. national security.  Indeed, the president’s order states that
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provocative, destabilizing, and repressive actions and policies of the Government of North Korea, including its
destructive, coercive cyber-related actions during November and December 2014, actions in violation of UNSCRs
1718, 1874, 2087, and 2094, and commission of serious human rights abuses, constitute a continuing threat to the
national security, foreign policy, and economy of the United States[114]

There are two factors that heightened the U.S. response in this incident. The first is that the North Korean actions
were targeted at denying freedom of speech, a fundamental human right in the view of the U.S., and the second is
the additional threats of acts of physical terrorism against theaters that show the movie.[115]

What might be an even more interesting question though, would be how the North Korean authorities envisioned their
actions. The regime is notoriously opaque, so ever having a full understanding of the logic that went into these
actions is unlikely. North Korea’s actions do show how Cyberspace changes the content of international action.
Without cyber, North Korea’s options would have been to choose diplomacy or conflict. If they choose diplomacy,
they have a variety of peaceful options including negotiating with the U.S., placing sanctions on the U.S., or placing
sanctions on Sony the company. These options seek to coerce change in another country through indirect action
that stays outside of that country’s territorial borders. In this case, North Korea could see that these options would be
ineffectual due to its relative power in the international community. It could also see that taking action in the form of
direct action, i.e. conflict, within the borders of the U.S. is also not an available option due to its relative military
power.[116] Cyberspace allowed North Korea to bypass this decision, by giving it the power to take a third path
through the geography of Cyberspace. The similarities to Stuxnet as a coercive action should not be ignored. The
Sony hack illustrates a second situation wherein a state was able to take direct actions that interfere with a state’s
“political independence” without the telltale violations of its “territorial integrity.”[117]

Similar to Stuxnet, the Sony hack raises questions about thresholds for self-defense under Article 51 and the
application of IHL.[118] These regimes are meant to limit state action to the realm of diplomacy but are dependent on
the inherent territoriality seen in past conflict. The third path of action allows states the option to exceed their territory
and directly encounter the space of an adversary state without geographic movement. The Sony-North Korea hack is
one of a growing number of examples that demonstrate how the spatial context in which the international unfolds is
being transformed by the imposition of alternate geographies, and it highlights how the nature of Cyberspace
challenges underlying assumptions that shape the international space.

—

This chapter has shown how the governance system built around the physical territorial space of the state is being
reshaped through the introduction of Cyberspace. This argument is built on illustrating how territorial borders no
longer “bracket war” as envisioned in Art. 2(4). The international system, in other words, is ill equipped to create
regulatory mechanisms that inhibit and control state action in Cyberspace, much less the myriad other actors that can
wield such violence.

This theme of shifting international space will be extended in the next two chapters that address legal and political
space. A number of subthemes will become evident as well and are worth noting as the analysis moves forward.
First, the role of U.S. action will be used as an explanatory mechanism throughout these chapters. The reason for
this is twofold. First, the U.S. was where the Internet originated, and it harbors a bulk of the physical, application,
and content layers of the Internet. As such, it is of particular value in examining norm creation, or lack thereof, in
Cyberspace. Second, it is hoped that the comparison of various U.S. actions reveals a certain schizophrenia in U.S.
policy that indicates an understanding of Cyberspace as something extraterritorial, but an inability to coherently
develop an international policy due to its own territoriality.

A second theme is that of attribution. The ability to trace an action back to an actor will recur throughout these
chapters. The technology that allows for the concealment of identity will be addressed specifically in Chapter 8’s
exploration of encryption technologies. Attribution or lack thereof is critical in understanding how Cyberspace allows
individuals and entities to transcend their own geographies and take part in other geographies.
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Finally, a theme hinted at here that will become more evident in the next two chapters is the role and variety of non-
state actors and their ability to contend directly with states in the geography of Cyberspace. This chapter highlighted
a state’s ability to blend in with the noise of non-state actors. Moving forward this theme will be addressed in terms of
the ability of non-state actors to engage globally outside the strictures of the international arena.
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